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ElectrodeNet – A Deep Learning Based Sound
Coding Strategy for Cochlear Implants

Enoch Hsin-Ho Huang, Rong Chao, Yu Tsao, and Chao-Min Wu

Abstract—ElectrodeNet, a deep learning based sound coding
strategy for the cochlear implant (CI), is proposed to emulate
the advanced combination encoder (ACE) strategy by replac-
ing the conventional envelope detection using various artificial
neural networks. The extended ElectrodeNet-CS strategy further
incorporates the channel selection (CS). Network models of deep
neural network (DNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), and
long short-term memory (LSTM) were trained using the Fast
Fourier Transformed bins and channel envelopes obtained from
the processing of clean speech by the ACE strategy. Objective
speech understanding using short-time objective intelligibility
(STOI) and normalized covariance metric (NCM) was estimated
for ElectrodeNet using CI simulations. Sentence recognition tests
for vocoded Mandarin speech were conducted with normal-
hearing listeners. DNN, CNN, and LSTM based ElectrodeNets
exhibited strong correlations to ACE in objective and subjective
scores using mean squared error (MSE), linear correlation
coefficient (LCC) and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(SRCC). The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy was capable of producing
N-of-M compatible electrode patterns using a modified DNN
network to embed maxima selection, and to perform in similar
or even slightly higher average in STOI and sentence recognition
compared to ACE. The methods and findings demonstrated the
feasibility and potential of using deep learning in CI coding
strategy.

Index Terms—cochlear implant, deep learning, sound coding
strategy, channel selection, vocoder simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

THE cochlear implant (CI) is a revolutionary device that
enables people with severe-to-profound hearing loss to

restore a partial sense of hearing [1]–[4] and hence to improve
their cognitive functions [5], [6]. With the design of an external
CI sound processor and an internal device to stimulate the
auditory nerves in meaningful pulse patterns, the lives of
hundreds of thousands of CI users have been changed. Con-
tributions from multi-disciplinary researchers have enabled
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the CI today to help not only lip-reading but also speech
recognition in quiet conditions [1]–[4]. Apart from the present
achievements, challenges of electric hearing are still present
in understanding speech under interferences, tonal languages,
and music [1]–[4]. Furthermore, the difficulties in listening
to speech through face masks, at increased physical distance,
and on the Internet have been getting noticed during the
recent COVID-19 pandemic [7], [8]. Therefore, the continual
improvement for the sound processing of the CI is still in great
demand.

Deep learning [9], [10], a subset of artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning, has an increasing influence and
potential on the innovation of the CI. In the recent decade,
AI based approaches have changed hearing healthcare [11]
and various aspects of the ‘AI + CI’ research [12], including
prognosis estimation [13], electrode placement [14], robotic
surgery [15], mapping [16], and sound signal processing [17],
[18]. In addition, the success of deep learning in general audio
processing [19], [20] and hearing aids [21], [22] may also
change CI sound processing.

In recent years, some CI sound processing approaches
have started to shift from traditional to deep learning based
solutions. Distinctive types of network architectures, including
deep (feedforward) neural network (DNN) [23]–[26], convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) [27]–[29], and recurrent neural
network (RNN) [30]–[32], have been investigated for the
CI. Among the aforementioned studies, deep learning based
speech enhancement approaches outperform traditional ones
in both simulations and CI recipients [23]–[27]. Furthermore,
multimodal [28], [29] and music mixing [33]–[35] approaches
have been demonstrated in performing complex signal pro-
cessing tasks to improve CI recipients’ speech intelligibility
and enjoyment of music, respectively. However, these deep
learning based approaches typically modify the front-end pro-
cessing only. For the remaining signal processing, particularly
for the core sound coding strategy, the efficacy of utilizing
deep learning approaches has to be thoroughly investigated.

The CI sound coding strategy plays a key role in rep-
resenting acoustic signals as recognizable stimulation pat-
terns [36]. Continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) [37] and
advanced combination encoder (ACE) [38] are two popular
coding strategies with reasonably good performance for speech
understanding in quiet, but they have already existed for 20-
30 years. More recent commercial coding strategies, including
MP3000 [39], fine structure processing (FSP) [40], HiRes
120 and Optima [41], [42], and CRYSTALIS [43], have been
proposed with some advancements. However, most coding
strategies, typically based on traditional signal processing, still
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need improvements [36], [44].
This study aims to identify whether a neural network

can perform the signal processing procedures of traditional
coding strategies. In the AI era, the unknown performance
and benefits of using deep learning based coding strategies
at the expense of computation are of interest for understand-
ing. Furthermore, the core signal processing techniques of
traditional coding strategies, envelope detection (extraction)
and channel selection (CS), are not differentiable, and hence
unable to be directly combined and optimized with other
neural network based front-end and post-processing modules
in a joint-training and end-to-end learning manner [45]–[47].
Consequently, ElectrodeNet was proposed to demonstrate the
concepts of deep learning based CI coding strategy using
DNN, CNN, and long short-term memory (LSTM) network
models to imitate the envelope detection of the ACE strategy
[48]. A comprehensive study was carried out for the per-
formance correlation between ElectrodeNet and ACE using
objective evaluation with vocoded sentences for the factors
of network architecture, dataset language, and noise type.
Subjective listening tests were conducted with normal-hearing
Mandarin speakers.

Since the neural network based envelope detection process
in ElectrodeNet might not fit well to the conventional CS
process, ElectrodeNet-CS, an extended variant for Electro-
deNet containing a CS layer in a modified DNN network, was
further proposed. The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy was trained to
optimize the overall CS decision results in attempt to represent
speech features in the selected channels. With the advantage of
formulating envelope detection and channel selection in a sin-
gle network, even slight improvements in speech intelligibility
for ElectrodeNet-CS in comparison to ACE and ElectrodeNet
would be inspiring. The current work motivates future research
attempting to integrate various front-end and post-processing
with ElectrodeNet for different tasks and be optimized in
a joint-training and end-to-end learning manner. We also
anticipate that future CI devices will consist of multiple
neural network modules, each handling a specific task, such
as envelope detection, speech denoising, and acoustic scene
classification. While current network models appear to require
relatively large computational costs, advances in integrated
circuits should overcome these limitations [49]. Therefore, this
research can be considered as a pioneering work investigating
the feasibility of ElectrodeNet other than its integration with
front-end processing units, such as speech denoising and music
separation, and as a preparation for the next-generation signal
processing of the AI-powered CI system.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed ElectrodeNet and experimental meth-
ods. Section III presents the objective and subjective evaluation
results. Section IV provides the discussions. Section V draws
the conclusions.

II. METHODS

A. Strategy Architecture
This section reviews the fundamentals of the ACE strategy

and artificial neural networks, and describes the design of the
ElectrodeNet and ElectrodeNet-CS coding strategies.

1) ACE: ACE [38], the most common coding strategy used
for Nucleus CI systems, is depicted in Fig. 1 (a). Sounds
collected by microphones are enhanced in the preprocessing
stage. For the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) filterbank, each
short-time frame of generally K = 128 samples is Hann
windowed and converted into L = (K/2+1) = 65 bins, where
the magnitudes of the complex bins represent the spectral
envelopes below 8 kHz. The envelope detection stage uses
the power-sum combination method to merge L bins into M
channels [50], where M = 22 intra-cochlear electrodes for the
Nucleus-24 implant with two extra-cochlear ground electrodes.
The CS stage, also known as N-of-M or maxima selection,
picks N maxima with the largest amplitudes from M channels.
The mapping stage adjusts stimulation levels based on the
loudness growth function (LGF) and personalized electric cur-
rent units. Pulse patterns are transmitted from a coil via radio
frequencies to the internal implant and may be synthesized
as audible sounds for normal-hearing listeners using vocoders
[51], [52]. The ACE strategy defined in Cochlear’s Nucleus
MATLAB Toolbox (NMT) v4.31 [53] was used in this study.

2) Artificial Neural Network: Artificial neural networks,
originally simulate the human neural system, have been devel-
oped into many distinct architectures over decades. A network
consists of a number of neuron layers, and each neuron
combines multiple inputs as a nonlinear output through an
activation function. In the supervised learning procedure, the
network is shaped by adjusting its interconnection weights
based on labelled data using back-propagation. The test data
is then passed through the learned network to obtain the
predicted results in a process called model inference.

DNN, CNN, and LSTM are three commonly used deep
learning networks. A DNN [54] or the multilayer perceptron
(MLP) [55], is a feedforward network containing multiple
hidden layers or dense layers, where neurons between adjacent
layers are fully interconnected. A CNN typically consists of
convolutional layers, pooling layers, and dense layers, and the
convolution process is defined by the kernel size, padding, and
stride [56]. The LSTM network [57] is a refined type of RNN
[58] and designed to use cells and gates to operate as memory
in processing sequences with different lengths over time.

3) ElectrodeNet: ElectrodeNet utilizes the artificial neural
network in Fig. 1 (b) to imitate the CI electrode output
behaviors of the ACE strategy in Fig. 1 (a). The same FFT
filterbank and CS stages were preserved. Using supervised
learning, a DNN, CNN or LSTM model learned to mimic the
envelope detection of ACE. The network input layer was set
to L = 65 neurons, which corresponded to the L real-valued
bins of FFT magnitudes in ACE. Paired spectral-temporal
matrices in L bins and M channels for clean speech processed
by ACE were used to train each neural network. Electrode
stimulation patterns were synthesized as audible sounds using
the tone vocoder of NMT and normalized in sound levels. The
deep learning networks were implemented with PyTorch 1.1.0,
and the rest of the processing was developed in MATLAB
R2020a. To focus on the performance of coding strategies,
the preprocessing stages in Fig. 1 were bypassed in this study.

The neural networks for ElectrodeNet were configured using
hyperparameters, including the number of neurons and layers,
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Fig. 1. Signal processing for the (a) ACE, (b) ElectrodeNet, and (c) ElectrodeNet-CS coding strategies. The ElectrodeNet strategy uses a neural network,
such as a DNN, CNN, or LSTM, to mimic the envelope detection of the ACE strategy. The data formats between the processing stages are denoted as K
samples, L bins, M channels, and the N-of-M electrode stimulation patterns. The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy uses a single network containing a custom topk
layer to replace both the envelope detection and channel selection stages of ACE and produces the NCS-of-M patterns compatible to the N-of-M patterns (NCS
≤ N). The networks for ElectrodeNet-CS are referred to as DNN-CS, CNN-CS, and LSTM-CS. The preprocessing stages in gray are bypassed in this study.

TABLE I
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND NUMBER OF PARAMETERS

Network DNN CNN LSTM DNN-CS Size

Layer

input input input input 65
dense 1 conv. 1 conv. 1 dense 1 1024
dense 2 conv. 2 lstm 1 dense 2 512
dense 3 dense 1 dense 1 dense 3 256
dense 4 dense 2 dense 2 dense 4 22

- - - custom CS 22
# Params 0.73M 1.91M 3.49M 0.73M -
Note: The DNN, CNN, and LSTM networks share the same size for
different types of network layers. The DNN-CS network includes a custom
CS layer based on PyTorch’s topk function.

and some learning settings. Table I shows the architectures of
the DNN, CNN, and LSTM networks investigated. The DNN
model had four dense layers containing 1024, 512, 256, and
22 neurons, respectively. The CNN model had two layers of
1-D convolution, including 1024 channels and 512 channels
with a kernel size of 3 and padding of 2. The convolutional
layers were followed by two dense layers consisting of 256
neurons and 22 neurons, and no pooling layers. The LSTM
network used one 1-D convolution with 1024 channels, one
unidirectional LSTM layer with 512 nodes, and two fully
connected layers with 256 and 22 neurons, respectively. For
the numbers of parameters shown in Table I, the DNN is
the smallest model and the LSTM is the largest model.
The common activation function was the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) [59]. All the three models were trained using the L1

norm (mean absolute error, MAE) as the loss function against
the ACE envelope detection phase. The Adam optimizer [60]
was used with a learning rate of 0.0001, and the number of
iterations was 100 epochs. Causal implementations were used
to fit the scenario of real-time signal processing.

4) ElectrodeNet-CS: The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy, a re-
fined variant of ElectrodeNet including the CS stage, is
depicted in Fig. 1 (c). The DNN, CNN, or LSTM network
used in ElectrodeNet in Fig. 1 (b) is modified as a DNN-
CS, CNN-CS, or LSTM-CS network, which includes an extra
CS layer implemented using Pytorch’s topk function [61]
to select the Ntopk largest channels with positive values. In

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE FOR NUMBER OF CHANNELS SELECTED BY
ELECTRODENET-CS AMONG TMHINT SPEECH FRAMES

Network Network Maxima # Channels Selected (NCS) (%)
Type (Ntopk) < Ntopk = Ntopk > Ntopk

DNN-CS

8, 9, 10, 11 0 100 0
12 1.98 98.02 0
13 1.91 98.09 0
14 0.01 99.99 0

contrast to the independent CS process in ElectrodeNet, the CS
layer here takes part in the training and optimization process
of the neural network weights and the ReLU function was
used subsequently to the network model. Table I shows that
the DNN-CS model contains the four dense layers of 1024,
512, 256, and 22 neurons as the DNN model and an extra
custom topk layer of 22 neurons. The number of parameters is
equivalent between the DNN model and the DNN-CS model.
The training dataset used for the DNN based ElectrodeNet,
paired spectral-temporal matrices in L bins and M channels
for clean speech processed by the ACE strategy in Fig. 1 (a),
was also used to trained the DNN-CS model. The training
configuration was designed to preserve the most important
information in the Ntopk channels selected by the network and
to allocate data with smaller envelopes to the remaining M -
Ntopk channels using the L1 norm computed across the entire
M channels.

The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy essentially conformed to the
prerequisite N-of-M stimulation patterns of the ACE strategy.
The numbers of channels selected by the DNN-CS network for
each speech frame, NCS, was variable and mostly equal to the
Ntopk setting of the CS layer. Table II shows the percentage of
NCS channels selected among all the Mandarin speech frames
used for testing in this study. For Ntopk = 8, 9, 10, and 11,
the NCS selected were always equivalent to Ntopk. For the
other DNN-CS networks, the 98.02%, 98.09%, and 99.99% of
speech frames were equivalent to the design as NCS = Ntopk =
12, 13, and 14, respectively. Less than 2% of the speech frames
for the three cases were with fewer channels than design (NCS
< Ntopk). Since the number of channels selected were always
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no greater than the target maxima setting (NCS ≤ Ntopk), the
corresponding N maxima in the ACE strategy, the NCS-of-
M stimuli generated by the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy were
compatible with the conventional N-of-M stimulation patterns.

B. Datasets

Mandarin and English datasets were both used to investigate
a tonal language and a non-tonal language. The sampling
frequency for both datasets was 16 kHz.

1) Mandarin dataset: The Taiwan Mandarin Hearing in
Noise Test (TMHINT) sentences [62] were used for both
objective and subjective evaluations. The TMHINT material
contains 16 phonemically balanced lists, each list has 20
sentences, and each sentence has 10 syllables. Each syllable
corresponds to a Chinese character with one of four primary
lexical tones, tone 1 (high and flat), tone 2 (rising), tone
3 (falling then rising), and tone 4 (falling), or a neutral
tone. Sound files recorded by Academia Sinica (AS) and the
National Central University (NCU) were used for ElectrodeNet
training and testing, respectively. In training, 320 clean sen-
tences from Lists 9-16 of the TMHINT(AS) material spoken
by a male and a female were used. Specifically, every two
lists uttered by one of four male or female speakers were
used for training and 160 sentences were for each gender (4
speakers × 2 lists/speaker × 20 sentences/list). In objective
evaluation, Lists 1-8 of the TMHINT(NCU) material spoken
by one male and one female (16 lists) were mixed with four
types of noises, including speech shaped noise (SSN), white
noise, street noise and cafeteria babble, at seven signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) levels (-10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15 dB, and quiet). For
the listening tests, female sentences at four SNR levels (-5,
0, 5 dB, and quiet) with SSN were used. Sound levels were
normalized between the TMHINT(AS) and TMHINT(NCU)
sentences.

2) English dataset: An English corpus was used in ob-
jective evaluation. Developed by research teams at Texas In-
struments (TI) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), TIMIT is a famous speech dataset used for automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [63]. The complete TIMIT dataset
consists of 6,300 sentences spoken by 630 different speakers
from 8 major dialect regions in the United States. This study
utilized 300 and 80 non-repetitive sentences (150 and 40
speakers / gender) for training and testing, respectively.

C. Electrode Stimulation Patterns

Speech signals processed by the ACE and ElectrodeNet
strategies with 12 maxima are illustrated in Fig. 2. The tri-
syllabic Mandarin phrase “Gōng Chéng Shı̄” (“Engineer” in
Chinese with tones 1, 2 and 1) [64] has syllabic transitions at
approximately 0.3 and 0.7 seconds. The spectrogram in Fig. 2
(a) shows that the consonants of the second and third syllables
mainly occur above 2 kHz and the three vowels with strong
envelopes exist below 1 kHz. Similar trends can be observed
in the electrodograms for the ACE strategy in Fig. 2 (b) and
ElectrodeNets based on DNN, CNN, LSTM, and DNN-CS
networks in Fig. 2 (c), (d), (e), and (f) respectively. In the
first syllable “Gōng,” the ‘g’ consonant (unaspirated velar

voiceless stop /k/) is quite short to be clearly identified in all
subfigures. The second and third consonants, ‘ch’ (aspirated
retroflex voiceless affricate /tùh/) and ‘sh’ (retroflex voiceless
fricative /ù/), are in lengths of approximately 100 ms (0.3-
0.4s in the time axis) and 200 ms (0.7-0.9s in the time axis),
respectively. At the lower frequencies from Channel 1 (250
Hz) to Channel 8 (1,125 Hz), the pulses with higher amplitudes
represent vowels carrying strong energy in comparison to
relatively weak consonants. Some differences between ACE
and ElectrodeNets, particularly the DNN case in Fig. 2 (c),
can be observed between Channel 9 (1,250 Hz) and Channel
17 (3,812 Hz) for the three vowels, but these pulses in the
mid-to-high spectrum should only have small effect on vowels
dominated by low frequencies.

The electrodogram for the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy based
on the DNN-CS model is generally similar to that for ACE.
In Fig. 2, the electrode stimulation patterns under the blue
dotted lines are similar between the ACE strategy and the
ElectrodeNet-CS strategy compared to the other three Electro-
deNets without the CS network layer. Specifically, the stimuli
for ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS exhibit comparable patterns
below Channel 12 (1,937 Hz), the low-to-mid frequency range
important for speech recognition.

D. Objective Evaluation
This section explains the objective predictors, experimental

factors, and correlation computations for objective evaluation.
1) Predictors: Two objective predictors, short-time objec-

tive intelligibility (STOI) [65] and normalized covariance
metric (NCM) [66], [67] were used to evaluate ElectrodeNet’s
performance in speech intelligibility. Objective predictors have
been widely used in estimating speech intelligibility, qual-
ity, and output SNR for assistive hearing devices [68]–[71].
Among these predictors, STOI and NCM are two intrusive
predictors for speech intelligibility using a reference speech
and a processed version of the speech. STOI has a high
correlation with speech intelligibility and has been used in
CI studies on speech enhancement and coding strategies [25],
[28], [29], [44], [70], [72]–[76]. NCM is another frequently
used indicator for evaluating speech comprehension in CI
sound processing [25], [29], [70], [72], [76], including for
vocoded Mandarin speech [68]. In this study, STOI or NCM
scores were computed between the clean original speech and
the corresponding processed and vocoded speech.

2) Experimental Factors: The ElectrodeNet strategy was
objectively evaluated for experimental factors of network
architecture, dataset language, and noise type.

• Network Architecture
The DNN, CNN, and LSTM based ElectrodeNets were
investigated to clarify the efficacy of the deep, convolu-
tional, and recurrent network architectures.

• Dataset Language
The DNN based ElectrodeNet was trained and tested us-
ing the TMHINT dataset or the TIMIT dataset to evaluate
the objective performance with different languages.

• Noise Type
The DNN based ElectrodeNet was evaluated for speech
understanding with four types of noises (SSN, white
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Fig. 2. (a) Spectrogram of trisyllabic Mandarin phrase “Gōng Chéng Shı̄” (“Engineer” in Chinese with tones 1, 2 and 1) uttered by a female speaker. The
electrodograms are processed by (b) the ACE strategy and ElectrodeNets based on (c) DNN, (d) CNN, (e) LSTM, and (f) DNN-CS models. The blue dotted
lines indicate similar stimuli for the ACE strategy and the DNN-CS based model below Channel 12 (1,937 Hz).

noise, street noise [77] and cafeteria babble [77]) at seven
SNR levels (-10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15 dB and quiet).

The three factors were examined for their effects on the
correlations of objective speech intelligibility between Elec-
trodeNet and ACE.

3) Correlations in Objective Speech Intelligibility: The
relationships between ElectrodeNet and the ACE strategy
in speech intelligibility were evaluated using mean squared
error (MSE), linear correlation coefficient (LCC) [78], and
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) [79]. The
MSE measured the average of the squares of the differences in
speech intelligibility scores between ACE and ElectrodeNet.
The closer to 0 the MSE scores, the smaller the errors between
the two strategies.

The LCC between ACE and ElectrodeNet is computed as

LCC = ρ =
cov(SIACE , SIElectrodeNet)

σSIACE
σSIElectrodeNet

(1)

where SI is the speech intelligibility for a coding strategy,
cov(X,Y ) is the covariance of X and Y , and σ is the standard
deviation. Therefore, the LCC is the covariance of speech
intelligibility for ACE and ElectrodeNet divided by the product
of standard deviations of speech intelligibility for the two
strategies. The SRCC is computed as

SRCC = ρs =
cov(Rank(ACE), Rank(ElectrodeNet))

σRank(ACE)σRank(ElectrodeNet)
(2)

where Rank(·) is the resulting rank in speech intelligi-
bility for one coding strategy. The ranks for n sentences
are generally distinct integers 1, 2, ..., n with respect to the
ascending order of speech intelligibility, and average ranks
are used for repeated intelligibility scores. In both equations
(1) and (2), the order of the two coding strategies does not

change the values of LCC and SRCC. Typically, a correlation
coefficient greater than 0.7 or 0.8 indicates a strong correlation
[80], [81]. The closer the LCC and SRCC scores to 1, the
higher the correlations in speech intelligibility between the two
strategies. Consequently, the desired results for correlations
between ElectrodeNet and ACE are small MSEs close to 0
and large LCCs and SRCCs close to 1.

4) ElectrodeNet-CS: The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy based
on the DNN-CS model was evaluated using objective predic-
tors for maxima settings N = 8 and N = 12. The STOI and
NCM scores were measured for ACE, the DNN, CNN, and
LSTM based ElectrodeNets, and the DNN-CS model based
ElectrodeNet-CS strategy. Statistical analyses were conducted
for average list scores using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 (released
2012) with a significance level of α = 0.05.

E. Subjective Evaluation

Two listening experiments were conducted using CI simula-
tions. The first experiment focused on the speech intelligibility
of the DNN and CNN based ElectrodeNets, and the second
one evaluated the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy. The procedures
were approved by an institutional review board (IRB).

1) Listening Experiment 1: Listening tests were performed
with two groups of normal-hearing listeners to investigate the
correlations between ACE and two ElectrodeNet strategies.
Forty native Mandarin speakers (age 20-29) were randomly
divided into two test groups to evaluate the performance of
the DNN or CNN based ElectrodeNet compared to the ACE
strategy. In the DNN group, 14 male and 6 female subjects
were with an average age of 22.3 years, while 15 male and 5
female subjects with an average age of 22.6 were assigned to
the CNN group. All subjects had hearing thresholds no more
than 25 dB HL at octave frequencies between 0.125 and 8
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kHz in pure tone audiometry (PTA). The sentence recognition
test for each subject took about 45-60 minutes.

Speech intelligibility was measured for the ACE strategy
and an ElectrodeNet strategy based on the DNN/CNN group
assignment. Each subject listened to the simulated CI sound
simultaneously played to both ears via Telephonics TDH-39P
headphones in a sound isolation room. The experiment was
carried out with NCU-CI, a MATLAB-based CI experiment
platform with a graphical user interface in traditional Chinese
[44], [48], [82]. In the practice session, each subject was
instructed on the experimental procedure by being familiar-
ized with sentences from List 16 of the TMHINT material
presented at a fixed and comfortable sound level. Vocoded
sentences processed by ACE and ElectrodeNet with maxima
N = 12 were presented at four SNR levels in the order of -
5, 0, 5 dB and quiet. At each SNR level, the order of ACE
and ElectrodeNet was chosen randomly. For the eight test
conditions (2 strategies × 4 SNR levels), one of TMHINT
Lists 1-8 was selected at random without replacement, and
the 20 sentences for each condition were also presented in
a random order. Each sentence was played only once and the
subjects were encouraged to type the Chinese characters to the
best of their ability. The speech intelligibility for each list was
calculated as the average percentage of correct results for 200
syllables (10 syllables/sentence × 20 sentences/list). Scores
were given for each correct syllable, including a homophone,
a different Chinese character with the correct pronunciation.

2) Listening Experiment 2: Sentence recognition tests were
conducted with twenty normal-hearing listeners to investigate
the DNN based ElectrodeNet-CS strategy with two maxima
configurations. Ten male and ten female native Mandarin
speakers (age range 20-25 years, mean age of 21.7 years)
participated the experiment. Four coding strategy conditions
(ACE with N = 8 and 12, and ElectrodeNet-CS with N = 8 and
12) were tested randomly for each SNR level. TMHINT List
1-8 were randomly tested for both ElectrodeNet-CS strategies.
Owing to the limited sentences for listening tests, Lists 9-16,
already used for training the two ElectrodeNet-CS strategies,
were tested for the two ACE conditions. The rest procedure
was similar to that used in Experiment 1. Each subject spent
about 60-90 minutes in this experiment.

III. RESULTS

A. Objective Evaluation Results

This section presents the correlations between ElectrodeNet
and ACE for the factors of network architecture, language, and
noise type, and compares the two coding strategies with the
ElectrodeNet-CS strategy in objective speech intelligibility.

1) Network architecture: The scatter plots in Fig. 3 illus-
trate the paired objective scores of ACE and ElectrodeNet.
In Fig. 3 (a)-(c), each dot on a rectangular coordinate system
denotes a pair of STOI scores for ACE and ElectrodeNet
at (STOIACE , STOIElectrodeNet) for one vocoded sentence.
Likewise, each dot in Fig. 3 (d)-(f) denotes the NCM results es-
timated for one sentence at (NCMACE , NCMElectrodeNet).
Similar trends can be noted among the DNN, CNN, and LSTM
based ElectrodeNets in both STOI and NCM scores. To clarify
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of STOI scores for (a) DNN, (b) CNN, and (c) LSTM
networks and NCM scores for (d) DNN, (e) CNN, and (f) LSTM networks
compared to ACE under SSN. The blue dots indicate scores at 5 dB SNR.

that the correlations are driven by the characteristics of neural
networks instead of the effects of noise, the blue dots denoting
the 5 dB condition indicate that the relationships are approx-
imately linear for a single SNR level. For more informative
explanations, the scatter plots and correlation scores at each
SNR level are included in Appendix. At low SNR levels, the
dots representing the STOI scores are distributed farther from
the origin coordinates compared to the NCM results, which
suggest different properties for the two objective predictors.

The MSE, LCC, and SRCC scores in Fig. 3 reveal evidence
of strong correlations between ACE and the DNN, CNN, and
LSTM based ElectrodeNets. All the MSE results based on the
STOI predictor were close to 0 in a range of 0.0004–0.0007.
The LCC and SRCC scores were close to the ideal result of 1
in ranges of 0.9937–0.9949 and 0.9900–0.9921, respectively.
For the NCM results, the MSE scores were in a range of
0.0041–0.0066, and LCC and SRCC results were within ranges
of 0.9898–0.9919 and 0.9770–0.9807, respectively. For DNN,
the MSEs (0.0004 with STOI and 0.0041 with NCM) were
slightly smaller than those for CNN and LSTM (0.0006-
0.0007 with STOI and 0.0055-0.0066 with NCM), and the
LCC (0.9949 with STOI and 0.9919 with NCM) and SRCC
(0.9921 with STOI and 0.9807 with NCM) were slightly
greater than those for CNN and LSTM. Although a slightly
stronger relationship with ACE was observed for the DNN
based ElectrodeNet compared to the CNN and LSTM based
ElectrodeNets, the differences between the scores were quite
small. Consequently, strong relationships existed between the
ACE strategy and each of the DNN, CNN, and LSTM based
ElectrodeNets. Further investigations into the three types of
ElectrodeNets and the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy using analysis
of variance (ANOVA) are discussed in a later section.

2) Language: Strong relationships between the ACE and
ElectrodeNet strategies for Mandarin and English speech are
shown in Table III. For both datasets, the errors between ACE
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TABLE III
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS FOR MANDARIN AND ENGLISH SPEECH

MATERIALS USING DNNS WITH SSN

Predictor Language Speech Material MSE LCC SRCC

STOI Mandarin TMHINT 0.0004 0.9949 0.9921
English TIMIT 0.0004 0.9951 0.9930

NCM Mandarin TMHINT 0.0041 0.9919 0.9807
English TIMIT 0.0031 0.9921 0.9843

TABLE IV
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS FOR THE DNN MODEL UNDER SSN,

WHITE NOISE, STREET NOISE, AND CAFETERIA BABBLE.

Predictor Noise Type MSE LCC SRCC

STOI

SSN 0.0004 0.9949 0.9921
white noise 0.0006 0.9878 0.9870
street noise 0.0009 0.9899 0.9837

cafeteria babble 0.0005 0.9932 0.9887

NCM

SSN 0.0041 0.9919 0.9807
white noise 0.0035 0.9858 0.9834
street noise 0.0071 0.9693 0.9609

cafeteria babble 0.0060 0.9878 0.9773

and ElectrodeNet were small and the correlations between the
strategies were reasonably high. All the MSEs were close to
zero (0.0004 for STOI with both languages, and 0.0031-0.0041
for NCM). The LCCs were greater than 0.99 for all conditions,
and the SRCCs were above 0.99 for STOI and 0.98 for NCM.
Therefore, ElectrodeNet appeared to have a high correlation
to ACE with both English and Mandarin.

3) Noise type: The DNN based ElectrodeNet exhibited
strong correlations with the ACE strategy in STOI and NCM
scores under four types of noises as listed in Table IV. The
MSE, LCC, and SRCC scores were quite close between SSN,
white noise, street noise, and cafeteria babble. For STOI, the
MSEs were in a range of 0.0004–0.0009, and all the LCCs
and SRCCs were greater than 0.98. As to NCM, the MSEs
were in a range of 0.0035–0.0071. The strongest correlations
mostly occurred with SNN. The lowest correlation coefficients
occurred for street noise estimated by NCM, where both LCC
and SRCC were greater than 0.96. Hence, ElectrodeNet and
ACE were highly correlated in speech intelligibility under all
the four types of noises.

4) The ElectrodeNet-CS Strategy: The ElectrodeNet-CS
strategy was compared with the ACE strategy and the DNN,
CNN, LSTM, and DNN-CS network based ElectrodeNets for
objective speech intelligibility scores. Fig. 4 shows the average
STOI and NCM scores for TMHINT sentences processed
by the ACE strategy, the DNN based ElectrodeNet, and
ElectrodeNet-CS using eight maxima (N = 8). The average
scores for the CNN and LSTM networks not shown here were
slightly lower than those for the other three strategies. A two-
way ANOVA was conducted for 560 average list scores (8
lists × 2 speakers × 5 strategies × 7 SNR levels) with coding
strategy and SNR level as factors, and the quiet condition was
considered as one of the seven SNR levels. Significant effects
were observed with both coding strategy and SNR level (p
< 0.001) for both STOI and NCM results. Post-hoc analysis
at each SNR level indicated that the DNN based ElectrodeNet
and ACE were distinguishable at SNRs above 10 dB for STOI
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Fig. 4. Average (a) STOI scores and (b) NCM scores for vocoded TMHINT
sentences processed by the ACE, ElectrodeNet and ElectrodeNet-CS strategies
with eight maxima selected (N = 8). Asterisks indicate significant difference
to the ACE strategy with *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, and ***p ≤ 0.001.

TABLE V
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS FOR THE DNN-CS MODEL

Predictor Network Maxima MSE LCC SRCC

STOI Ntopk = 8 0.00001 0.9996 0.9995
Ntopk = 12 0.00001 0.9998 0.9997

NCM Ntopk = 8 0.00002 0.9996 0.9995
Ntopk = 12 0.00001 0.9998 0.9996

and above 5 dB for NCM (p < 0.05). The results with the
ElectrodeNets based on the CNN and LSTM networks were
similar at SNR levels above 5 dB and 10 dB for STOI scores
and -5 dB and 0 dB for NCM scores, respectively. On the
other hand, the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy was similar to ACE
with both STOI and NCM at all SNR levels in Fig. 4 (p >
0.05), and the correlations were extremely high (MSEs ≤
0.00002, LCCs ≥ 0.9996, SRCC ≥ 0.9995) as listed in Table
V. Surprisingly, the average STOI scores for ElectrodeNet-CS
were slightly higher than the results for ACE at most SNR
levels except for the quiet condition, and the differences in
scores were in a small range of 0.0006-0.0021. Similar results
were observed for the N = 12 condition, where the mean STOI
scores for ElectrodeNet-CS were slightly higher than those for
ACE across all SNR levels in a range of 0.0013-0.0021, except
for a slightly lower score by 0.0015 in the quiet condition.
For the average NCM scores, the differences between the two
strategies were below 0.0024 for both N = 8 and N = 12.

B. Listening Test Results

1) Experiment 1 (ElectrodeNet): The listening test results
for the DNN and CNN based ElectrodeNets in comparison
to the ACE strategy are illustrated in Fig. 5. The average
percent correct scores for the DNN group and the CNN group
are denoted in monochrome and blue, respectively. Two-way
repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA tests were conducted for the
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Fig. 5. Average Mandarin sentence recognition scores of two groups of 20 NH
subjects for the ACE and ElectrodeNet strategies at four SNR levels (N = 12).
The DNN group participated listening tests for the ACE strategy and the DNN
based ElectrodeNet (in monochrome), and the CNN group for ACE and the
CNN based ElectrodeNet (in brown). Asterisks indicate significant differences
with *p ≤ 0.05 and ***p ≤ 0.001. No statistical difference was observed
between ACE and the DNN based ElectrodeNet in the quiet condition.
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Fig. 6. Average Mandarin sentence recognition scores of 20 NH subjects for
the ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS strategies with N = 8 (in monochrome) and
N = 12 (in blue) at four SNR levels. No significant difference was observed
between the two strategies for each N and SNR level (p > 0.05).

two groups of subjects. Significant effects were noted for both
factors of SNR and strategy (p < 0.001). Paired-samples T-
tests indicated that the DNN based ElectrodeNet performed
similarly to the ACE strategy in the quiet condition (p >
0.05), while the results for the other conditions showed slightly
lower speech intelligibility for the DNN and CNN based
ElectrodeNets compared to ACE (p < 0.05). At less noisy
SNR levels, the differences to the ACE strategy were 3.0% (5
dB) and 1.0% (quiet) for the DNN based ElectrodeNet, and
9.5% (5 dB) and 1.3% (quiet) for the CNN counterpart. At -5
dB and 0 dB, the ACE strategy yielded speech intelligibility
scores 10.0-18.3% higher than those for ElectrodeNets. It
appears that only the DNN based ElectrodeNet modeled the
ACE strategy well in the quiet condition.

2) Experiment 2 (ElectrodeNet-CS): The sentence recog-
nition results for ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS with 8 and 12
maxima at four SNR levels are shown in Fig. 6. For each
maxima N, the two-way RM ANOVA showed a significant
effect with SNR (p < 0.001), but no significant effect with
coding strategy (p > 0.05). Paired-samples T-tests for each
SNR level and maxima N indicated no significant difference

between the two strategies in all comparisons (p > 0.05).
At -5 dB SNR, the average percent correct scores of the
ElectrodeNet-CS strategy, 13.6% for N = 8 and 20.8% for
N = 12, were slightly higher than those of the ACE strategy,
13.0% and 17.0%, respectively. For the 0 dB SNR, the mean
recognition scores for ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS were 72.1%
and 68.2% for N = 8, and 75.2% and 74.2% for N = 12,
respectively. For the 5 dB SNR and the quiet condition, the
average results for ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS were similar
for both N maxima, and the differences were within 1.47%.
The average score for ElectrodeNet-CS with N = 12 in the
quiet condition was 99.1% and slightly higher than the 98.5%
score for ACE. The experimental and statistical analysis results
implied that the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy performed similarly
to ACE with Mandarin speech.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. ElectrodeNet
The strong correlations between ElectrodeNet and the ACE

strategy in STOI and NCM scores suggested that a deep learn-
ing based coding strategy is capable of producing stimuli with
speech intelligibility closely related to that for ACE. These
close relationships held for the three experimental factors of
network architecture, dataset language, and noise type. By
inspecting the architecture of neural networks, the L-to-M
envelope detection of ACE can be considered as a special case
of a fully-connected network with fixed weights, no hidden
layers, no biases, and bypassed activation functions. In other
words, the dense layers in the DNN, CNN, and LSTM models
can be regarded as generalized forms of ACE’s envelope
detection using nonlinear operations. Consequently, the DNN
based ElectrodeNet exhibited a slightly stronger relationship
with ACE, possibly due to its closer network architecture
compared to CNN and LSTM structures. In this study, neural
networks were trained by a single frame at each time. If
more temporal and spectral information was referenced during
training, other networks with more advanced architecture, such
as CNN and LSTM, may take advantage of their capabilities in
model framework. In terms of the dataset language factor, the
DNN based ElectrodeNet performed fairly well in representing
Mandarin and English speech as analogous forms of ACE
vocoded speech with TMHINT and TIMIT sentences. For the
factor of noise type, the correlations between the two strategies
in STOI and NCM scores were generally stronger for SSN
due to its closer resemblance to the training speech materials
compared to white noise, street noise, and cafeteria babble.

Although the STOI and NCM scores between ElectrodeNet
and ACE showed ‘strong correlations,’ they were found to
be ‘significantly different’ in ANOVA analysis. The results
of analyzing identical data using the two different types of
statistical measurements appeared to be different, but these
discrepancies may still be explained. The MSE, LCC, and
SRCC scores measured the strength of relationship between
the two strategies in STOI and NCM scores. Since the neural
networks mimicked the envelope detection function, the out-
puts of ElectrodeNet were dependent to those of ACE with
some relationships, which were quantified as strong correla-
tions in this study. ANOVA, however, compares the means
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of different groups of STOI and NCM scores processed by
different coding strategies. Based on supervised learning, the
DNN network of ElectrodeNet learned the process of the L-to-
M envelope detection, but the network output envelopes may
not always closely follow the those of the ACE strategy. Using
network output as envelopes could impact the subsequent N-
of-M selection, potentially leading to reduced intelligibility.
For example, the electrodogram in Fig. 2 (c) showed that the
DNN based ElectrodeNet generated a few undesired high-
frequency pulses as interferences and hence may have negative
effects on the performance. Therefore, ElectrodeNet-CS was
proposed to investigate whether including a CS layer would
improve ElectrodeNet to perform more closely to the ACE
strategy.

B. ElectrodeNet-CS

Both the objective and subjective evaluations showed that
the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy had similar or even slightly
higher average scores than ACE under certain conditions. The
superior results of the DNN-CS model for ElectrodeNet-CS
compared to the DNN based ElectrodeNet were consistent
with the electrodograms in Fig. 2. Compared to the conven-
tional N-of-M process of ElectrodeNet, the custom topk layer
of the ElectrodeNet-CS strategy, took part in network training
and resulted in a more similar modeling of ACE’s channel
envelopes, particularly the stimuli important for speech recog-
nition below approximately 2 kHz (Channel 12).

In this study, one aspect that required clarification was
the use of a different training target when comparing the
signal processing architectures of ACE and ElectrodeNet-CS
in Fig. 1. For a match to the CS output of the ACE strategy,
the N-of-M patterns were adopted as the training target of the
DNN-CS model. Table VI shows that the DNN-CS network
trained using the N-of-M selection output of the ACE strategy
(N = 8) was with lower STOI scores than using the entire
spectrum of M-channel envelopes. With the N-of-M target,
the neural network was trained to prioritize N channels with
positive values, but the remaining M - N channels were trained
to converge toward zeros. When a network learned to produce
zeros in some channels, the resulting stimuli became sparser
and the corresponding STOI scores decreased. The use of the
entire M-channel target for training, however, determined the
CS output based on full spectral contents instead of just the
N maximal envelopes. Therefore in this study, the M-channel
data was used to train the DNN-CS model for its slightly
higher performance compared to the N-of-M patterns.

Another aspect to be clarified was the effectiveness of using
PyTorch’s topk function directly in the CS layer, referred to
as vanilla topk (VT), as opposed to a customized topk. The
network with the VT function, DNN-CSVT, produced slightly
higher STOI scores, 0.4297 (-10 dB), 0.5899 (0 dB), 0.7213
(10 dB), and 0.7837 (quiet), compared to ACE and the DNN-
CS model as listed in Table VI. However, the NCM scores
for DNN-CSVT were lower than those for ACE scores by a
range of 0.02-0.03, compared to a smaller range of 0.001-
0.0024 for the DNN-CS model. Furthermore, the DNN-CSVT
strategy switched off some channels while minimizing the

TABLE VI
AVERAGE STOI SCORES FOR THE DNN-CS AND DNN-CSVT MODELS

WITH DIFFERENT TRAINING TARGETS (N = 8)

SNR ACE DNN DNN-CS DNN-CSVT
(dB) Target: M N-of-M M N-of-M
-10 0.4229 0.4234 0.4245 0.4225 0.4297 0.4166
0 0.5868 0.5810 0.5884 0.5823 0.5899 0.5614
10 0.7163 0.7000 0.7173 0.7011 0.7213 0.6756

Quiet 0.7786 0.7495 0.7766 0.7505 0.7837 0.7313
Note: The DNN-CSVT model uses the vanilla topk (VT) function for CS.

loss. For example, the DNN-CSVT model with Ntopk = 12
bypassed Channels 18 (4,375 Hz), 19 (5,000 Hz), and 21
(6,500 Hz), while the model with Ntopk = 8 even bypassed
six channels. Although disabling high-frequency channels
may increase STOI scores due to the greater relevance of
low-to-mid frequency components to speech perception, the
seemingly random deactivation of electrodes was problematic.
In the case of training the DNN-CSVT network with the N-
of-M target, sparser output resulted in lower STOI scores
compared to all other conditions shown in Table VI, suggesting
a lack of robustness in the network’s structure. Owing to
the aforementioned limitations, a custom topk layer was used
in ElectrodeNet-CS, while the findings with the DNN-CSVT
network presented herein may still offer some insights into
related CI research.

In contrast to the DNN and DNN-CSVT models, the use
of the DNN-CS network enabled ElectrodeNet-CS to achieve
success in both compatibility and performance with the ACE
strategy. In the DNN-CS model, the custom topk layer not only
learned to minimize the loss with the M-channel envelopes
by selecting Ntopk maxima and suppressing the other positive
network outputs, but also adjusted the remaining negative
outputs with high loss to be non-negative during training. As
a result, ElectrodeNet-CS increased the weights important to
speech features, weakened connections less relevant to the loss
function, preserved the N-of-M compatible pattern without
bypassing any channels, and produced the specified number
of maxima (NCS ≤ Ntopk). With the special CS design, both
the objective and subjective evaluation results showed that the
ElectrodeNet-CS strategy had similar or even slightly higher
average scores than ACE in some conditions. Specifically, the
higher mean STOI scores across all noisy conditions and the
higher mean sentence recognition results for at -5 dB SNR are
worthy to be noticed. The inspiring findings in ElectrodeNet-
CS encouraged further exploration of the mechanisms of deep
learning based envelope detection and channel selection. Fur-
thermore, the flexibility of network architecture to incorporate
new functions is an important strength of deep learning for
future CI research.

C. General Discussion

The utilization of deep learning in CI coding strategy has
provided new insights into the ‘AI + CI’ field. AI not only
transforms hearing healthcare and research [11], but also has
great potential to break through the present limitations with
CI coding strategy. With more advanced network architectures
and training methods, deep learning based coding strategies
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may outperform the present coding strategies. Moreover, deep
learning can be considered not as a competitor, but as a
collaborator in complement to traditional signal processing
approaches. Researchers may use deep learning not only as
a tool to resolve problems, but also as an approach to ex-
plore undiscovered knowledge. Based on the present findings
contributed by numerous experts, it is promising to see the
potential for deep learning to benefit CI users in the future.

On the journey toward a deep learning based sound coding
strategy, issues of complexity, latency, safety, and ethics are
important for researchers. With the advances in calculation
speed and energy efficiency, computational complexity is be-
coming less of a primary issue in hardware design, especially
for compressed pre-trained network models on devices. Using
the analogy of commercial hearing aids with DNN models [22]
and complicated ASR chips [83], the innovation for CI coding
strategy is expected to be in a similar transitional process. For
hearing assistive devices, latency is another critical challenge,
and real-time inference with compact models is an important
direction for investigation [49]. As a neural prosthetic device
is implanted in the human body, thorough considerations
of safety and ethics are essential for deep learning driven
algorithms. For example, the maxima selection, presentation
level, and pulse patterns determined using deep learning must
comply with the safety limits to prevent biological damage
and uncomfortable over-stimulations [84]. In addition, AI
raises ethical issues, such as privacy concerns in collecting
user data for re-training models and further research. Equal
and effective communication is required between researchers,
practitioners, and CI users in collecting personal information
and expectations in AI technologies. Present guidelines related
to research ethics and IRB approvals may need to be renovated
to reinforce moral values, considerations, and regulations for
researchers and institutes in the development of deep learning
based neural prosthetic devices [85], [86].

More investigations on deep learning based coding strategies
are necessary. The present study focused on mimicking the
core processing of the ACE strategy using neural networks
and hence did not consider using noisy, reverberant, and
mixed speech as input data to train the network model. It
is planned to build a more powerful neural-based CI system,
which can flexibly combine ElectrodeNet with various speech
preprocessing, such as speech denoising, dereverberation, and
speech separation, using more advanced network architectures
and training methods, such as end-to-end learning and joint-
training. Additional multimodal information, such as contralat-
eral sounds, visual cues, tactile vibrations, and auditory and
vestibular responses, may also be processed in the same system
[29], [87]–[89]. Therefore, expanding deep learning modules
is potential to provide breakthroughs in CI signal processing
and there is a great demand for further research by conducting
more simulations and clinical experiments with CI listeners.
The innovation for ElectrodeNet is on-going to make some
differences to the ‘AI + CI’ and other relevant fields.

V. CONCLUSION

Investigations on ElectrodeNet revealed that deep learning
based sound coding strategies may have similar or even

slightly higher average speech intelligibility compared to the
ACE strategy. By replacing the conventional envelope detec-
tion and CS stages using a neural network, the ElectrodeNet
and ElectrodeNet-CS strategies performed satisfactorily:

1) Strong correlations exhibited between ACE and the
DNN, CNN, and LSTM based ElectrodeNets based on
the MSE, LCC, and SRCC.

2) Strong correlations exhibited between ACE and the
DNN based ElectrodeNet for both TMHINT and TIMIT
datasets, and for the four types of noises.

3) The ElectrodeNet-CS strategy was capable of producing
N-of-M compatible electrode stimulation patterns.

4) After combining the CS function, ElectrodeNet-CS per-
formed similarly or slightly above average in STOI and
sentence recognition results compared to ACE.

The findings suggest the substantial feasibility of using
ElectrodeNet as an alternative to traditional coding strategies
and its flexible network architecture to create new networks,
such as ElectrodeNet-CS, to achieve higher performance. This
study provides some insights and research directions toward
the inevitable trend of the ‘AI + CI’ revolution.

VI. APPENDIX

To demonstrate the correlations between the ACE strategy
and the DNN based ElectrodeNet in STOI and NCM scores
for each SNR level, Fig. 7 shows their scatter plots and
correlation scores. All dots in each sub-figure are arranged
close to a positive linear relationship. The correlation scores
indicate strong correlations between the two strategies (MSEs
≤ 0.0011, LCCs ≥ 0.9135, SRCCs ≥ 0.9043 for STOI, and
MSEs ≤ 0.0074, LCCs ≥ 0.8955, SRCCs ≥ 0.8704 for NCM).
The MSEs are slightly larger than those computed across all
SNR levels in Fig. 3 (a) and (d) (MSEs = 0.0004 for STOI
and MSE = 0.0041 for NCM), where correlation scores may
be driven both by the characters of neural networks and the
SNR levels. The correlation coefficients for each SNR level are
slightly smaller than those in Fig. 3 (a) and (d) (LCC = 0.9949
and SRCC = 0.9921 for STOI, and LCC = 0.9919, SRCC
= 0.9807 for NCM). Although the scores computed across
different SNR level slightly enhance correlation scores, Fig. 7
shows that strong correlations between ACE and ElectrodeNet
are still present at single SNR levels.
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